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Abstract 
 
Crime is one of the pressing issues for every country. In today’s world, it is really essential for 
each of us to be aware of crime incidents taking place in our surroundings. Crime in Dublin 
has spiked in past few years and people don’t have a centralized crime system where they 
can access such information. The current process to report a crime in Dublin is by contacting 
the police department of Garda. This research is an effort to develop an online crime reporting 
and real-time alert system for the Dublin city. This is a web-based application which will allow 
users to report crimes online and inform other subscribed users immediately through 
webpush notifications. The complete details about implementation of this system are 
covered as part of this research. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
Crime can be defined as a criminal conduct for which government may impose a penalty. 
Among various type of crimes, the ones committed in public areas and streets are referred to 
as street crimes. Street crime is one of the most pressing issue in any large city of every 
country. Majority of the street crimes occur in densely populated cities, with a large 
proportion of them occurring outside and in public locations (Truntsevsky et al., 2018).  
 
Dublin is growing and the crime rate is rising at an alarming rate (Report on Dublin, no date). 
Dublin is becoming comparatively unsafe for the current residents as well as for the people 
who are newly immigrating to the city. Several researchers have already discussed about 
various issues like open drug consumption (Van Hout and Bingham, 2013), unsafe 
communities (Bowden, 2017), youth crimes (Pope, 2015), renting issues (Dunne, 2015) and 
rental scams (Gallagher, 2021). It is really painful for an individual to live in a city where they 
face problems in accessing basic amenities. Many researchers have presented methods that, 
if adopted correctly, might assist reduce crime rates. They spoke about how to make 
neighbourhoods and communities safer (Glasson and Cozens, 2011), anti-scam advisories and 
efficient implementation of technology to develop digitized systems which can help in pre-
assessment and proactive prevention of criminal activities (Faggiani and McLaughlin, 1999; 
Smith and Sandoval, 2020; Kelling et al., 2021). In 2016, a complete dashboard featuring 
statistics about crime rates and other vital indicators of Dublin city was built with the 
extended support of European Research Council Advanced Investigator and Science 
Foundation Ireland (McArdle and Kitchin, 2016). 
 
In Ireland, The Central Statistics Office (CSO) published details of a new classification system 
for criminal offences in early 2000s. It is called the Irish Crime Classification System (ICCS) 
(Healy, Tobin and Burke, 2008). As per the ICCS, criminal offences were majorly categorized 
into below –  
 

• Homicide Offences 

• Sexual Offences 

• Attempts/Threats to Murder, Assaults 

• Harassment and Related Offences 

• Kidnapping  

• Robbery, extortion and high jacking  

• Burglary and related offences 

• Theft and related offences 

• Controlled drug offences 

• Road and traffic offences  
 
National and local interests are served by reporting, documenting and tracking crime 
statistics. Based on the crime information, key insights like intelligence about crime, crime 
patterns, identification of crime hot-spots and crime prevention effectiveness can be derived. 
Since collecting and tracking of crime data serves so many significant interests, it is essential 
that such information be easily accessible and as clear and accurate as possible. 
 
Criminal activity has long been a component of human civilization, and many different types 
of crimes are still perpetrated in practically every social situation today, even in a world with 
improved monitoring and enforcement capabilities (Shih et al., 2019). Crime and safety are 
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serious concerns for individuals, communities, and companies, yet they have never been 
valued to proper extent in impact assessment when it comes to social repercussions (Glasson 
and Cozens, 2011). Since those who commit street crimes usually belong to the nearby 
localities, the victims are often reluctant to do so for fear of their own safety should the 
people they report identify them. As a result, many criminal incidents don’t get reported, and 
investigations fail to derive key evidence from witnesses.  
 
There can be one or more among the thousands of varying reasons for a committed crime 
but street crimes are primarily due to poverty or individual hate. These crimes are sometimes 
reported to police and necessary action is taken by concerned authorities. However this 
information is not easily available to individuals at real time. Someone new to a locality can 
face a lot of problem since they have no prior knowledge about the locality. In such scenario, 
there should atleast be a public information system with crime details of localities. 
 
Preventing street crime is now viewed as the most significant factor for decreasing crime rates 
in general, and effective law enforcement operations in this direction – as an essential 
condition of lowering criminal tension in city streets and inhabited places. In recent years, a 
large number of actions have been taken with the goal of developing a government structure 
that meets the time criteria for crime prevention. However, the measures taken have not 
contributed much to real-time broadcasting of crime and emergency information. Along with 
that, Dublin doesn’t even have a readily available system where individuals can access crime 
related information in real-time. Again, someone not belonging to Dublin faces problems of 
limited information due to absence of such systems.     
 
In order to address this problem, this applied project proposes a real-time crime reporting 
and notification system for existing and new residents of Dublin city. Residents can subscribe 
to multiple localities and receive real-time crime alerts. Furthermore, it allows them to view 
all the reported crimes over various localities of Dublin over time and trigger crime alerts to 
locality specific subscribed users  when a crime is reported. The most important feature is 
visualization of street crime on maps. Therefore, it provides a convenient, quick and secure 
platform for reporting street crimes. 
 

1.2 Research Problem 
 
Dublin is advancing in every dimension, along with it is growing the crime rate. So, it is very 
important that the crime details be openly available to public for their awareness. However, 
there exists no such system or forum. People from various parts of the world come to the city 
for different reasons without having much awareness about the existing crime conditions in 
various parts of the city. As a result there is always a possibility for an individual to get into 
trouble. A negative experience for someone new to a fast paced city like Dublin can cause 
physical, emotional or psychological impact on a person especially when they have no 
awareness about it.  
 
Unfortunately, there is no such information system for Dublin where people can access crime 
information or report new crimes and receive real time updates. 
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1.3 Research Questions 
 
Based on the previous section, below questions were listed for this research- 
 
1. How can people access crime information of Dublin? 

2. How can someone identify if a locality of Dublin is safe to visit or live?   

3. How can people inform others about crime happenings in Dublin at real-time? 

 

1.4 Research Objectives 
 
In order to address these problems, the applied project proposes development of an openly 
accessible web application which would contain information about all the crimes reported in 
Dublin. The primary objectives are - 
 
1. Make recently reported crime information of Dublin accessible to public.  

2. It would display all the reported crimes on a map with easily identifiable icons. Details 

about each crime can be viewed by clicking on the icon.  So people would have awareness 

about a locality. 

3. To provide a convenient, quick and secure platform for reporting crimes in Dublin. And 

send an alert to inform others about the crime at real-time. 

 

1.5 Research Roadmap 
 

   

• Introduction- Covers introduction to the 
research topic, research problem, research 
questions, research objectives

Chapter 1

• Literature Review- Covers details about 
literature of existing researches on this topic 

Chapter 2

• Methodology- Covers the methods used to 
develop this applied project 

Chapter  3

• Artefact Implementation- Covers details about 
development of the artefact and the 
technologies used

Chapter 4

• Discussions- Lists down the discussions about 
the developed artefact and its contribution to 
society

Chapter 5
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Chapter 2: Literature Review     
 
Even in a society with increased surveillance and enforcement capacities, criminal behavior 
has long been a part of human civilization, and many different sorts of crimes are still commi
tted in nearly every social context today (Shih et al., 2019) . Despite the fact that crime and 
safety are major problems for individuals, communities, and businesses, they have never 
been properly evaluated in impact assessments (Glasson and Cozens, 2011).  
 
Social behaviours varies by country with respect to crime. In recent studies, it was found that 
Americans have a greater level of trust in police with a growing willingness to report crimes 
as compared to UK and Canadian citizens (Tundis, Kaleem and Mühlhäuser, 2020). This is 
based on the degree of accountability, level of maturity and sensibility extended by local 
police to restore justice (Wood, Ross and Johns, 2021). It is also noted that religion belief and 
social status affect the crime reporting processes especially in case of sexual assault cases. If 
the reported data gets published, it brings shame to family. Anonymous systems are 
considered safe for crime reporters and the abstract information should be made accessible 
to public (Dhruv, Sankaranarayanan and Sharma, 2014). This is the one of the primary goal of 
the current research though it would take much more effort and time to develop a full 
fletched application. 
 
Police forces in the United States and around the globe have started using tools and 
technologies in the field of crime. Machine learning is being used substantially to such an 
extent that quantitative crime forecasting tools are engaged to support law enforcement 
operations (Perry, 2013; Hvistendahl, 2016). This is an effort towards predictive policing. Not 
just where, but also when, crimes are most likely to occur, according to newly established 
technologies. Their goal is to spot developing crime patterns and crime clusters in certain 
areas. Police agencies may distribute patrols and other resources more efficiently provided 
they have a reliable understanding of where and when a crime is most likely to occur (Groff 
and La Vigne, 2002). This cuts down the response times greatly and helps in preventing crime 
or bring down its harmful consequences. 
 
People always look out for the safety of their loved ones and awareness of the current 
situations of any locality is a big factor. If efficiently used by locals for crime reporting, such 
applications can be used by general public and law enforcement agencies to keep the 
community aware of the current situation and enable effective information sharing (Kn and 
Perera, 2021).  
 
A list of crime reporting applications which are currently operational are TipSubmit, 
CrimeStoppers.ie, Vic PD, National Neighbourhood watch, spotcrime.com. Most of these 
applications help in anonymous submission of tips related to a crime they might have 
witnessed. Police and other agencies encourage members of the locality to continue working 
with them to promote community oriented police department goals and objectives by 
cooperating and addressing problems together. Respective police departments use this data 
for further investigations in ongoing investigations and planning raids. This also results in 
spreading crime awareness in an area and encourage the locals to stay vigilant (Kn and Perera, 
2021).     
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Details about some crime reporting applications used –  
 
1. P3 Tips  - Police Department of each city of USA has a respective system where people can 

submit a crime tip. People can anonymously submit crime tips to Crime stoppers with 
complete security[5] (Report a Tip / Crime | Louisville Metro PD, KY, no date). If police 
receive multiple tips regarding the same incident, the tip has a strong chance of being 
true. 
 

2. CityProtect – A crime data platform for usage in USA. It visualizes criminal incidents on a 
map and further details about it is accessible through an associated agency. It also allows 
anonymous submission of crime tips and signup for incident updates . 

 
3. Vic PD – In Canada, Victoria Police department operates this application for fighting crime. 

This is a mobile application and can be used to report petty crimes, provide anonymous 
tips to cops, remain up to speed on ongoing crimes, get missing kid reports, and track 
down stolen stuff (Mwagha, 2015; Boateng, 2018). People are more engaged in crime 
reporting after launch of this application. This determines the acceptance of technology 
over traditional systems in todays’ world. 

 
4. Spotcrime.com – This is a web application similar to CityProtect. It is operational only in 

USA and has a few interesting features. One can browse the crime data by state and city. 
Each crime has a distinct logo viewable over a map with detailed information like time, 
type and exact location of the crime. It allows anonymous tip submission as well. 

 

2.1 Police Department Of Ireland 
 
In Ireland, The Garda Siochana is the police force in charge of all policing duties. The whole 
country is divided into four major Garda regions. Each of these regions are divided into 
divisions which are further divided into districts and sub-districts. Each sub-district usually has 
one Garda station (The Department of Justice, 2014). Additionally, Garda is supported by The 
Garda Reserve - an unpaid body of voluntary members to support policing activities when 
required. They have limited powers of Garda while on duty and carry-out limited policing 
duties under the supervision of regular Garda. Local patrols and crime reduction activities, 
which are focused at specific local areas, are their primary responsibilities. 
 

2.1.1 Garda guidelines for crimes in Ireland 
 

2.1.1.1 Drugs 
 
Although the sale and delivery of drugs is illegal, it is a large industry that ranges from small-
time dealers to highly organized gangs that function similarly to organized crime. Each region 
has dedicated Garda personnel dedicated to policing the sale and supply of drugs across the 
country. Garda has provisioned - confidential line free-phone 1800 666111. People can report 
at a nearby Garda station as well. The Drug Related Intimidation Reporting Programme was 
designed by the Garda National Drugs and Organized Crime Bureau and the National Family 
Support Network to cater to the needs of drug users and family members who are 
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experiencing drug-related intimidation (The Drugs Related Intimidation Reporting 
Programme, 2018). 
 

2.1.1.2 Burglary and theft 
 
Such incidents can be directly reported by calling Garda. In-case the theft involves belongings 
under 500 Euros, it can be reported online as well. If the burglary occurred on a private 
property, such as house or company, Garda reaches to the site to gather more information. 
If the theft occurred in a public place, such as a street, concerned individual will be required 
to make a statement at the local Garda station. 
 

2.1.1.3 Assaults 
 
The use of force in any form of energy like heat, light, electric current or any matter in solid, 
liquid, gaseous is defined as assault. Such incidents are reported by the victim or on behalf of 
them directly to the Garda. Garda carries out the next processes after taking a statement.  
 

2.1.1.4 Sexual crime 
 
The victim or anyone who witnesses sexual crimes can directly report it to Garda. It can be 
done at a local Garda station in person or by telephone. There are many victim support 
groups, details of those groups, providing both national and local services, are listed on 
www.cosc.ie.  

 
Cosc - The National Office for the Prevention of Domestic, Sexual and Gender-based 

Violence / cosc.ie 

Dublin Rape Crisis Centre - www.drcc.ie / national 24-hour helpline Freephone 1800 778888 

Rape Crisis Network Ireland - www.rcni.ie / local centres www.rapecrisishelp.ie/find-a-

service 

Sexual Assault Treatment Unit services - www.hse.ie/satu 

Tusla - Child and Family Agency - www.tusla.ie 

CARI - Children at Risk in Ireland - www.cari.ie / Helpline Mon-Fri 9.30am to 5.30pm Lo Call 

1890 924567 

ISPCC - www.ispcc.ie / 24-hour ChildLine - Freephone 116 000 

Crime Victims Helpline - www.crimevictimshelpline.ie / Freephone 116 066 

Samaritans - www.samaritans.org / 24-hour helpline Freephone 116 123 

 

2.2 Crime In Ireland 
 

There is a sharp rise in crime rate in Dublin city within last few years. For immigrants and 
students travelling to Dublin, this makes the city relatively unsafe (Crime in Dublin, no date). 
Some criminal activities are existing from a long time and are still happening like open drug 
consumption (Van Hout and Bingham, 2013) , unsafe communities (Bowden, 2017), youth 
crimes (Pope, 2015) and rental scams (Gallagher, 2021; Rental Scam Awareness Advice- 
Amended, no date). A research funded by a European Research Council Advanced Investigator 

http://www.cosc.ie/
http://www.drcc.ie/
http://www.rcni.ie/
http://www.rapecrisishelp.ie/find-a-service
http://www.rapecrisishelp.ie/find-a-service
http://www.hse.ie/satu
http://www.tusla.ie/
http://www.cari.ie/
http://www.ispcc.ie/
http://www.crimevictimshelpline.ie/
http://www.samaritans.org/
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and Science Foundation Ireland in 2016, helped in building a comprehensive dashboard 
containing details about crime rates and other key indicators of Dublin city (McArdle and 
Kitchin, 2016). 
 

2.3 Crime Prevention Initiatives Driven By Garda 
 
The Department of Justice is in charge of developing crime prevention measures in collabora
tion with An Garda and other government ministries and organizations (Justice, no date). 
Several initiatives undertaken by Garda for safety and crime prevention in Ireland are listed 
below – 
  

2.3.1 ‘Lock Up Light Up’ campaign 
 

 
This is Garda’s anti-burglary 
awareness campaign. It 
encourages householders to 
secure their homes during the 
winter months, when burglaries 
are more common. As per this 
campaign, house should be lit 
whether residents are present 
or not, door and windows 
should be securely locked etc. 
 

 
Figure 1: Garda anti-theft campaign

 

2.3.2 Campus Watch 
 
Campus Watch is one more crime prevention and community safety programme and works 
in a closely knit partnership between Garda and campus occupants. It is based on the idea 
that by keeping an eye out for students, employees, and visitors, and reporting suspicious 
activity to the Garda, every member of campus may contribute to improve the quality of living 
hood. 

 

2.3.3 Community Policing 

 
Community Policing is a partnership-based, proactive, problem-solving style of policing 
provisioned for urban and rural communities. It covers crime and policing quality of life 
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concerns that affect communities and focuses on community participation, crime prevention, 
and law enforcement. Garda follows six key principles - Community Engagement, Community 
Partnerships, Problem Solving, Crime Prevention, Law Enforcement, Accountability.  
 

2.3.4 Community Crime prevention programmes  
 
For safety of communities, Garda promotes three major programmes - Neighbourhood 
watch, Community alert, Text alert. These are primarily followed in urban areas of Ireland. 
With a mutual understanding between Garda and community members, any suspicious 
activity in a community is informed to police and necessary action is taken by police to prevent 
any mishappening.  

 
Community alert is designed for older generations and vulnerable people of a community. 
Specific alert groups are formed by reaching out to Garda in the local area. Suspicious 
activities and similar observations are proactively reported in the group by community 
members which minimises any open opportunity for a crime to occur. Text alert is a one-way 
system of sending text messages in a short span of time to a greater audiences. As a result 
information sharing becomes easy, faster and cost efficient (Crime Prevention - Garda, no 
date).    
 

2.4 Community Safety And Social Cohesion: A Case From South-West Dublin 
 
Crime prevention and locally operated informal crime control stems are working in a closely 
coupled arena with support from a variety of sources (Hughes, 2006). Few such instances 
were – closure of Industrial Schools in 70’s which led to diffusion of social prevention 
initiatives, The National Drug Strategy for Dublin (initiated in 1996) a crucial step towards 
crime prevention and safety measures established by forming a network of Local Drugs Task 
Forces (Bowden, 2017). Although there were several initiatives in both crime prevention and 
community safety, Crime had its early roots into the sub-domains of Irish society like urban 
regeneration; estate management; and early childhood (Topping et al., 2013). 
 
In early 1990s and 2000s, quite a number of locality safety initiatives were pushed forward by 
the Irish government with support from European commission. The primary intention was to 
address the issues of social exclusion. One of such programmes is RAPID (Revitalising Areas 
Through Planning, Investment and Development). It proposed valuable strategies for anti-
social behaviour prevention and community safety methods (Healy et al., 2015). There were 
multiple reforms in police legislation as well to enable a greater involvement of local 
authorities and communities to fight crime. One of such reforms was The Garda Síochána Act 
2005. It formed two fundamental pillars -  Joint Policing committees and Local Policing Fora. 
The JPCs enabled stricter analysis of  crimes and anti-social activities and devised various 
strategies to tackle them. And the LPFs enabled joint engagement of local authorities and 
police in addressing the safety concerns of communities. However, the impact could never be 
reviewed and the overall progress remained undetermined.   
 

2.5 Street Crime And Street Culture 
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The paper has tried to establish a correlation between street crimes and culture of the 
community. It is often observed that in places of concentrated poverty, the rates of street 
crimes such as robbery and assault are quite high. Social interactions is one of the important 
factors that drives the criminal behaviour. This literature implies that in few localities, societal 
pressures drives the cultures of street violence, while the same ideology may sustain other 
'underclass' norms including education, fertility, family structure, and avoidable disease. 
 
High rates of crime among the young and impoverished are primarily due to poverty and this 
forms the base of argument for a set of social theories in past researches (Gibbs, 1985). As 
per this, young people in low-income, high-crime areas typically lack the values that indicates 
that - crime is not acceptable in any form. The culture of an individual is usually inherited from 
the society surrounding them and that drives the preferences. Among the poor, a sense of 
impulsiveness comes first as a reaction to any thought and that which fosters socially sub-
optimal conduct such as street violence. 
 
People engaged directly in a street crime earn reputation. A reputation for street violence has 
an instrumental value in this concept, arising from a desire to defend oneself. Street 
reputation is one key element that drives people to create violence in a locality especially in 
presence of a larger audience. As per this research, people with higher street reputation try 
to control others by injecting a false sense of fear (Silverman, 2004).  
 

2.6 Informal Surveillance And Street Crime 
 
This paper states that the relationship between informal surveillance and street crime is not 
straightforward. As per the initial studies and systemic crime model, informal surveillance 
should bringdown the number of committed crimes. Opposing this community decline theory 
states that street crimes reduces informal surveillance because it raises locals’ perception of 
associated danger and fear. Rate of common street crimes like robbery, assault, burglary etc 
are differently proportion to surveillance of an area. Certain studies indicate that informal 
surveillance is inversely associated with robbery/stranger assault because criminals aren’t 
aware of the surveillance in-place. So they hesitate before committing a crime (Bellair, 2000). 
 
 
With all the current practices and systems in-place, it is clear that Dublin doesn’t have a 
system that has information about crimes in a locality and is openly accessible to public for 
awareness. This research therefore emphasizes on development of a web application to 
report mis-happenings on streets of Dublin. The primary aim is to make such information 
available to public so that they are aware of risk associated in particular streets and eventually 
help in reduction of such crimes. There are various activities which can help in street crime 
reduction. Two key activities are pre-assessment of a safety concerns of a locality and 
availability of this information to public; the other one is pro-active reporting of incidents in 
a centrally hosted system which is publicly accessible by everyone.   
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 
Articles, journals, review papers and Garda websites were used for the literature review of 
this research. Crime related research papers were utilised to gain information about  current 
standpoint of research in this field. Several recent crimes reported in Dublin have been 
analysed and presented as inputs to this study.  
 
Nowadays technology is a sole factor which makes complex thoughts achievable. As a result, 
the need for larger and more complicated software systems is increasing. To meet this 
demand, it very important to follow industry practices and as a part of that effort, it’s really 
important that software development lifecycle be followed. These techniques are proven 
extremely efficient and result in the delivery of high-quality products on time and within 
budget (Amlani, 2012). A product getting developed from scratch usually has different goals 
compared to one already in use. This differentiation demands varying project execution 
approaches  for  definitely. So, choosing correct category is really important from its early 
stage.  Requirements likely change, schedules get distorted and often come with imposed 
deadlines and compressed budgets. To meet this, projects need to be classified tactfully in 
order to determine which project model is best suited for its execution. In current era, 
requirements are prone to alterations, timetables change drastically, and deadlines and 
budgets are often enforced. To succeed in such conditions, projects must be carefully 
categorized in order to identify which project model is most suited for their implementation 
(Thakurta, 2012). 
 

3.1 Software Development Lifecycle  
 
Software Development Life Cycle Model is a method for developing and modifying existing 
software systems. The SDLC model ensures development of software systems in a systematic 
manner which increases the chances of finishing a project on schedule with a high degree of 
quality. Various software development methodologies use the SDLC model as a base concept 
or a framework, used for planning, developing and controlling software systems (Amlani, 
2012). There are various SDLC models in use today, the major ones are listed below –  
 

• Waterfall 

• Spiral 

• V-Shape 

• Rational Unified Process 

• Prototype model 

• Iterative and Incremental Model: 

• Rapid Application Development: 

• Joint Application Development: 

• Scrum 

• Extreme Programming 
 
By following the stages defined by a particular SDLC model, execution of a project is carried 
out ensuring all the user requirements are met. The current stage always depends on the 
outcome of previous stage. It adds value to existing product by bringing in delta changes with 
some enhanced features and capabilities. Information regarding each stage of SDLC is as 
below –  
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Figure 2: Software Development lifecycle 

3.1.1 Requirement Analysis:  

 
The business needs which are considered to be developed as part of a product are first 
collected as requirements. Each of these requirements are thoroughly analysed, discussed 
and documented so that a developer can develop the software code without much ambiguity 
(S, 2017). Various phases under requirements are requirement gathering, requirements 
engineering, requirement specification, requirement validation. Requirements are usually 
divided into two categories:  
 
Functional Requirements: Behaviour and functional specifications of a product to be 
developed are gathered and documented as functional requirements. The functionality of a 
system are described in these requirements, which include business operations, 
computations, data manipulations, user interactions, and so on. 
 
Non-Functional Requirements: Technology related requirements which enable smooth 
development of functional requirements are categorized as non-functional requirements. 
Technology fitment, architectural patterns, deployment platforms, database decisions etc are 
few of such needs. 
  

3.1.2 Design 
 

Design stage of SDLC is one of the most necessary prerequisite for the developers to start 
their work. The architectural design of any system to be constructed, as well as all of its 
dependent components, is often based on inputs from system requirement requirements. 
The most suited design is chosen from among the different architecture designs created by 
software architects (Mohamed, 2012; S, 2017). It is then finalized after another review with 
stakeholders in terms of time, cost, risk assessment etc. 
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3.1.3 Implementation:  
 

This stage is where programmers write code and build the application based on the 
requirements and design finalized previously. It is very important that the design is strictly 
followed along with the prior, that would make the actual development stage relatively 
straightforward. Developers ensure recommended tools are used and proper coding practices 
are followed (S, 2017). 
 

3.1.4 Testing:  
 
During this phase, the developed product is tested to make sure it fulfils the user's needs as 
specified in the SRS. Software defects are identified, recorded and retested to ensure product 
is of good quality. Once the product is certified by testers and deployed in actual world, 
acceptance testing is performed by the end users as part of verification process (Krishna et 
al., 2012). Different types of testing are listed below -  
 
Unit testing: As part of this testing, the functions and methods developed by programmers 
are tested with a variety of inputs to make sure each individual component works as expected. 
These tests are mostly executed by the programmers and don’t require end to end testing of 
the product.  
 
System testing: Once the system is handed over to the testing team, fully integrated 
integration test of the complete system is carried out. Complete end to end testing involving 
responses from external systems and other dependent systems are also verified. This helps 
to determine whether each unit of work is completed as per requirements, the dependent 
services are integrated properly and the overall functionality of the application is working 
properly.  
 
Acceptance testing: Usually referred as UAT (User acceptance test). These tests are carried 
out to ensure that the developed system is functioning in accordance with the business 
requirements. It is carried out by the end users to make sure that the product would satisfy 
the requirements of the company. If UAT is successful, the product is considered for 
deployment to production users. 
 
Performance testing: Also known as stress testing, it is used to check the stability and 
reliability of a system. The developed system’s is inputted with huge load of data  under 
different conditions. 
 

3.1.5 Evolution:  
 
Every product keeps evolving over time. New requirements and defects in the system get 
exposed as the product matures. This complete process is cyclic and continuous in nature. 

 

3.2 Technology Finalization For Development Of DublinStreetCrime 
 
Python is one of the most widely used programming languages because it is simple to learn 
and use. Complex web app prototypes can be developed with comparatively lesser time and 
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effort . Academicians, analysts, and statisticians use python as well. Below is a list of the most 
popular Python frameworks for web development (Guardia, 2016; Vervelogic, 2021). 
 

Django CherryPy Flask Pyramid Web2py 
Grok TurboGears Bottle Twisted  Beautiful Soup 
Tornado Blue Bream Quixote Keras  

Figure 3: Web application frameworks in python 

 

Below is the comparison of two of the most capable Python web development frameworks 
(Makan, 2021) -  
 

 
Figure 4: Django and Flask (Makan, 2021) 
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Chapter 4: Design & Implementation Of Artefact 
 
Web applications are nowadays a necessity in every organisation. There are a wide variety of 
technologies available which can be used for web development. Many such programming 
languages invented long time back are now obsolete.  Few, on the other hand, have endured 
and grown with more tenacity, and are today universally acknowledged by programmers, 
scientists, and engineers (Ghimire, 2020). 
  
Python is a famous high-level programming language founded by Guido Van in December, 
1989. Python is instantly compiled to byte code and executed. It doesn’t require any 
additional compilation time because it is an interpreted and dynamically typed language 
(Chun, 2000). One of the most significant tasks of a developer is to adhere to proper coding 
standards and make the code legible, comprehensible, and reusable. Following these 
principles during development not only helps to decrease boilerplate code in the codebase, 
but also helps to organize the code and make it reusable across other sections of the product 
with same purpose. A software framework is a conceptual framework that comprises of 
commonly used code modules and is readily available to a developer to use. Since frameworks 
provide most of the commonly used functionalities, developers use them as a boilerplate 
code. As a result, it reduces the overall amount of time and effort. This allows a developer to 
quickly get started with implementation of business logic. Different types of software 
frameworks exist for various programming languages and choosing a proper framework for 
application development is critical (What is Software Framework? - Definition from 
Techopedia, no date). 
 
This section covers all the technical details related to development of the web application – 
DublinStreetCrime. It is a real-time crime reporting, visualizing and notification system for the 
residents of Dublin city. It allows an individual to report crimes by searching an address on 
map and notify all the users who have subscribed to those localities. Users can subscribe to 
specific localities in the system so that when a crime is reported in that locality, immediately 
a notification gets triggered to the subscribed users. This would help in informing residents of 
the specific locality about the crime. All the crimes reported are also viewable on the map and 
this would help someone decide if a locality is safe. People new to the city can take informed 
decisions before visiting specific areas of the city and can also help in deciding if they can take 
a house for living in specific localities. This application is developed using Flask framework in 
integration with google maps and web push messaging using service workers. After successful 
registration with unique and valid email id, users can browse through various parts of the 
application. Application codebase is available in the below mentioned GitHub repository-  
 
https://github.com/samarth1989/dublinstreetcrime 
 

4.1 Existing System 
 
Currently there are no crime reporting systems publicly accessible to the residents of Dublin 
city. Neither there is any provision for sending real-time notifications for crimes reported by 
others. Garda only provides a form to report thefts that too under 1,000 Euros and hate crime. 
 

https://github.com/samarth1989/dublinstreetcrime
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4.2 Proposed System 
 
The proposed system is a web-based application which will allow users to report crimes online 
and inform others who have interest in the concerned locality at real-time. Depending on the 
type of crime reported, icon will appear on the map and the notification will get sent to 
subscribed users immediately. The notification will contain crime details, locality details and 
time of crime occurrence. For easy usage and visualization, the application will be integrated 
with google maps.  First of all, users would need to register in the system by providing a valid 
email id and confirm their account from the confirmation link sent to their email id. After 
successful registration, they would be able to access all the functionalities of the application.  
 
The landing page shows crime statistics of Dublin fetched from Numbeo. If a user wishes to 
receive crime alerts, they need to subscribe by navigating to ‘Subscribe Here’ tab of the 
application. The browser will generate a unique PushSubscription by taking a VAPID public 
key. Whenever a user searches for an address and chooses a specific locality, geographical 
coordinates along with street name and user specific  push subscription will get stored in the 
database. This PushSubscription details will be used as an endpoint to send web push 
notifications from application server. Non-subscribed users can see all the reported crimes on 
the homepage of the application. So, this system would fulfil the sole need of this research. 
User specific subscriptions can be viewed from ‘Subscriptions’ section of the web application.  
In-case users do not wish to receive alerts anymore, they can de-register themselves from the 
specific locality.  
 
High level functioning of the complete system is shown in the figure  below- 
 

 
Figure 5: High level diagram of the proposed system 
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4.3 Features Of The Proposed System  
 
All the features of the system are listed below –  
 
1. Registration- Users must first create an account in the system by entering a valid email 

address and then confirm their account by clicking on the confirmation link issued to their 
email address. They would be able to use all of the application's features after successfully 
registering. 

 
2. Report Crime- The web application allows users to report crimes online and instantly 

notify others who are interested in the affected area. Depending on the sort of crime 
recorded, an icon will appear on the map, and a notification gets sent to all users who 
have subscribed. The message will include information about the offense, its location, and 
the time it occurred. 

 
3. Visualization of various crimes on map- For easy usage and visualization, the application 

is integrated with google maps. Depending on the type of crime reported, an icon appears 
on the map. 

 
4. Subscribe to alerts- If a user wishes to receive crime alerts, he/she can to specific localities. 

Upon choosing a specific locality, geographical coordinates along with street name and 
user specific  push subscription gets stored in the system. This PushSubscription details 
will be used as an endpoint to send web push notifications from application server.  

 
5. Update subscriptions- User specific subscriptions can be viewed from ‘Subscriptions’ 

section of the application.  In-case users do not wish to receive alerts anymore, they can 
de-register themselves from the specific locality by clicking on delete button. 

 
6. Responsiveness- The applications is responsive in design; it works on a range of screen 

sizes without any issue. Ajax calls are extensively used throughout the application. 
 

7. Send ad-hoc alerts- The application allows sending crime alert to every subscribed user 
for a locality in-case he/she feels to inform others for one more time. 

 
8. View trends- The landing page of the application shows crime trends for Dublin city. This 

information is fetched from Numbeo api.  
 
9. Forgot password- This feature allows registered users to reset their password by providing 

their registered email address. 
 

10. Change password- This module allows logged-in users to set a new password. 
 

4.4 Architecture Of The Proposed System 
 
Client-Server architecture was followed for the development  this web application. And the 
application is divided into three layers – client, application and database layer. The UI 
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components gets executed at the users end on browsers, business logic on the application 
layer and data related operation occurs at the database layer. 
 

4.4.1 Computing Model  
 
It is always good to isolate business implementations from UI, so this architecture was 
considered for development of the system. In client-server architecture, all the requests and 
services are distributed via a network, that the reason it is also known as the Networking 
Computing Model or Client-Server Network. It begins with a client request, which is then 
processed by the server and returned to the client as a response. It prevents customers from 
communicating directly with one another. Because the data flow is unidirectional and clients 
are connected to a local server across the network, this design forms a circle (Sulyman, 2014; 
Kumar, 2019).  
 

4.4.2 Three-Tier Architecture  
 
Client Server architecture is further categorized into four types : one-tier, two-tier, three-tier 
and N-tier architecture. DublinStreetCrime web application is developed following three-tier 
architecture.  The three parts of the application are - the presentation layer (client tier), the 
application layer (business tier), and a database layer (data tier). The presentation layer is 
handled by the client system, the application layer is handled by the application server, and 
the database layer is handled by the database server system. 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Client Server Architecture  
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4.5 Technical Implementation Details 
 
Flask is primary framework on which the complete application is built. The application flow 
starts by subscribing to crime notifications where locality details are posted to 
‘/SubscribeToLocality’ endpoint. During this, Service Workers get registered and a Push 
Subscription gets generated in the browser. This subscription along with geographical 
coordinates is posted to server and saved to database. Whenever a crime is reported in a 
specific locality, Web Push notifications are triggered from server to all the subscribed users 
saved in database for that locality. The complete work flow of the application can be 
visualized in the figure below. 
 
 

 
Figure 7: System architecture with functional details 

 
The most interesting features which are built by utilizing the capabilities of flask framework 
and other relevant concepts are enabling Service Workers, crime reporting using Google 
maps, Webpush service and security implementations. 
 
Service Workers: 
 
It is developed in JavaScript and is made to execute on browser. It runs in the background, 
separate from web page of the application. It enables implementation of features like push 
notifications and background sync. As part of subscribing to a locality functionality, Service 
Worker script is requested from browser by calling endpoint ‘/sw.js’. The server sends back 

https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2015/03/push-notifications-on-the-open-web
https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2015/03/push-notifications-on-the-open-web
https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2015/12/background-sync
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the script which is then registered on the browser and it generates an unique push 
subscription. 
 

 
Figure 8: Service worker code snippet 

The subscription details are stored on the browser’s cache and it is saved in server side as 
well. Whenever push notifications are sent from server, service workers receives them and 
display them to the user.  
 
Google maps integration: 
 

The Google maps JavaScript API is used to customize maps and show crime reported by users 
in different localities of the Dublin city. This feature is available in ‘Report a Crime’ section of 
the application. Google maps provide different services for easy integration with web 
applications. Autocomplete service is used to display all the possible addresses based on 
users’ key strokes in the search bar. Upon selecting one of the addresses, a marker appears 
on the map as in the figure below. 
 

 
Figure 9: Autocomplete address functionality in the application 
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Figure 10: Crime markers on map  

Clicking on the ‘Report’ button, an ajax call to the service layer ('/reportCrime') is made with all 

the relevant details. The server executes this request by – 
 

• Saving the details to database. 

• Fetching push subscription details of users who have subscribed to the locality of crime 
reported. 

• Triggering web push notification to all the relevant users. 

  

 
Figure 11: Viewing all the reported crimes with specific markers 
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Upon clicking on the specific markers on the home page, complete details related to the crime 
shows up in an info window. A screenshot of the same is as below –  
 

 
Figure 12: Info window for each crime integrated with map view 

  
 
Webpush service:    
 
From the server side, pywebpush library is used to send the push notifications to the front 
end. Internally, this library makes an api call to a push service. This api request included crime 
data and target address of the browser. This api request is triggered from the flask server. 
The push service receives this request, validates it and delivers the push message to the 
appropriate browser.  
 

 
Figure 13: Webpush mechanism explained 
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The code that makes the api call from this application is as below.  
 

 
Figure 14: Webpush code implemented in server 

And the notification received at receivers’ end contains all the details as in the screenshot 
below- 
 

 
Figure 15: Crime push notification 

Security implementations: 
 
Web security may be described as an important step to safeguard sensitive data that is 
accessible through any web application. Application security is considered to be the most 
critical issue that must never be ignored (Iskandar et al., 2018). OWASP produces widely 
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acknowledged web application security awareness guidelines. Considering the guidelines as 
a first step toward secure code, few of the security flaws have been taken care during 
development of Dublinstreetcrime application. Below are the details – 
 
SQL injection: SQL scripts are injected as strings into web application input fields using this 
approach. The executor then acquires illegal access to sensitive and valuable information. To 
prevent such incidents, below security implementations are done in the application –  
 

o Input validation - Regex expressions are used for validation of inputs in every input field 
of the web application.  

 

 
Figure 16: Implementation of regex expressions 

• Limit statements - First() is a LINQ query that is executed to limit the number of records.  
 

 
Figure 17: Usage of limit in database query 

 
Cross Site Request Forgery: CSRF tokens are used to avoid this type of attack. These tokens 
are random, difficult-to-guess strings that are used to verify a request's origin. With form 
submissions, a valid CSRF token is delivered so that the server can verify the source of the 
request and ensure CSRF protection.  
 
Protected routes: @login_required decorator protects almost every api endpoint in the 
application. Every request received by the application server, first gets authenticated and 
then reached the resource on server. It is implemented with the help of Flask-Login, 
Werkzeug, and itsdangerous packages. 
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Figure 18: Protected routes 

 

4.5.1 Technology Considerations 
 
Flask is considered as the primary framework for development of DublinStreetCrime 
application. It is a micro framework of Python. The simple installation of new plug-ins enables 
the expansion of capabilities and features to higher levels using Flask. It is referred to be a 
Python micro framework due to its enhanced flexibility in development. Flask is reliant on 
Jinja template engine, the Werkzeug WSGI toolkit, and a few more additional packages. Flask, 
once imported into application context, makes the application easily extendable. Form 
validation capabilities and database abstraction layer are not self-contained. Flask does, 
however, enable extensions for object-relational mappers, form validation, upload handling, 
and many open authentication protocols (‘Welcome to Flask — Flask Documentation (2.0.x)’, 
no date).  
 
The three main libraries are Werkzeug, Jinja, and Click. Werkzeug has an interactive debugger, 
a complete request object, an endpoint routing system, and HTTP utilities for managing entity 
tags, cache controls, dates, and cookies, among other things. It also includes a threaded WSGI 
server and a test client for emulating HTTP queries for local development (Introduction — 
WSGI Tutorial, no date). The Jinja, on the other hand, is a Flask dependency. It's a template 
engine with all the bells and whistles. Furthermore, the HTML template's code is compliled 
into Python code (Jinja — Jinja Documentation (3.0.x), no date). Gunicorn as a reverse-proxy 
server, SQLAlchemy for database, Alembic for database migration management, Flask-WTF 
for form validation, flask-googlemaps, pywebpush and other libraries were used to develop 
the web application.  
 
SQLAlchemy is an object-relational mapper that implements the data mapper pattern, which 
allows Python classes to be mapped to database models. This enables the creation of the 
object model and database schema in a disconnected manner (SQLAlchemy - The Database 
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Toolkit for Python, no date). Since DublinStreetCrime is a stand-alone application, on-disk file 
databases such as SQLite and PostgreSQL were considered. SQLite was chosen for local 
development as it is easy to integrate and use with flask applications. Heroku was chosen as 
the preferable cloud platform for hosting the project and PostgreSQL was chosen as the 
database for the production environment. 
 

 Framework and Technologies 

Frontend Html, CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap, Service Worker 

Backend Python, Flask, SQLAlchemy ORM, WebPush api 

Database SQLite, PostgreSQL 

Other Data Sources Numbeo api, Google maps api  

Cloud deployment Heroku 

Source control GitHub 

IDE Visual Studio Code, DB Browser for SQLite 

  

 
Code layout and structure: 
 
Flask is super flexible in terms of application structure and design. However, this application 
is built on the recommended pattern where all the views, templates, models needed for 
execution of the application are structured in a tree-like structure.  
 

 
Figure 19: Code structure  
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Frontend components are responsible for an application's usability, design, and content 
presentation. These components were developed using the listed programming languages - 
 
HTML - The standard mark-up language for Web pages is HTML (Hypertext Mark-up 
Language). Berners-Lee designed it in the year 1990. It specifies the structure of web pages in 
which a number of different web components coexist. Browser then displays content based 
on these components (What is HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)?, 2021). The html 
elements are represented by tags such as span, div, table, tr, td etc. Once stored in the 
Templates directory of the application, the html templates get rendered by flask with the help 
of view functions. 
 
CSS is the most preferred language for designing the appearance of web pages, including 
colours, fonts, and layouts. Depending on the need, styling can be given to each html element. 
Along with that, it also helps in responsive rendering of web pages on a wide range of devices 
with varying viewports. Styling in each webpage of this application is designed with the help 
of a common CSS file.  
 
JavaScript is very extensively used for the development of this application. Various 
functionalities are achieved with the help of ajax call to ensure that end users have a 
smoother experience and application performs efficiently. Interaction with google maps api 
is also implemented using JavaScript.  
 
Python is used for development of the complete service layer. Flask- a micro framework of 
python forms the base for development of the entire application. Flask is one of the most 
preferred python based frameworks due to flexibility in app structure, easy integration of 
external libraries, integrated support for testing and easy scalability. Flask helps in serving 
html templates to the web requests. Several Python based libraries are used for development 
of this application. Complete can be found in ‘requirements.txt’ file in the app codebase. Few 
libraries used extensively for the development of this application – 
 
flask-googlemaps, pywebpush, flask-Bootstrap, Flask-Login, Flask-Migrate, Flask-
SQLAlchemy, Flask-WTF, itsdangerous, Jinja2, Werkzeug 
 
Database- Locally, SQLite is utilized, whereas in the production environment, PostgreSQL is 
used. An object relational mapper - SQLAlchemy is used in this project to provide a single 
object-oriented interface that can support a broad range of database engines. The Flask-
migrate package is an important part of databases in Flask applications. It captures changes 
made to Python class models and generates equivalent migration scripts. These migration 
scripts are then executed in subsequent stages of application deployment. 
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Chapter 5: Discussions 
 
DublinStreetCrime was tested for reporting different types of crimes in different addresses in 
Dublin. It was compared  with  crime reporting systems of USA as illustrated   in   the   literature  
review. Most of the existing systems provide the features of reporting crime and submitting 
a crime tip but none of them had the provision of sending real-time alerts. And in Dublin, 
there existed no such web based system where public can report a crime or view details about 
previously reported crimes. There was no provision for sending any alerts or notifications to 
spread awareness about criminal activities in the city. If this application is promoted for 
regular use, it can be really beneficial for the public of Dublin and can help in spreading crime 
awareness in the city. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 

6.1 Summary 
 
The web application operates on very limited resources. It’s easy to understand, interpret and 
use. Someone new to the system can easily traverse through the whole system and use the 
features when necessary. Every crime reported in the system appears on the map with 
relevant details. In future, an individual can determine safety of a locality by looking at the 
number and type of crimes reported. This would help people to take informed decisions in 
case they wish to establish business or rent a house. If the application is used with intended 
purpose, it can really be beneficial. 
 

6.2 Limitations Of The Research 
 
The major limitation for this research is unavailability of crime data. Until now, only the Garda 
has access to crime data, and there are several limitations on sharing it. So, this system has 
no provision of visualizing historical crime records.  
 
Authenticity of each crime is not guaranteed because the system is open to public and crimes 
reported do not go through a verification process. 
 

6.3 Future Scope 
 
Interesting features like crime forecasting, locality safety recommendation system, crime 
analytics using machine learning and a dedicated cross platform mobile application fall into 
future scope for this research.  
 
If Garda agrees to use this system as a real-time alert system for Dublin, further modifications 
can be done to make it complaint in terms of GDPR. It can be integrated to Garda system to 
check authenticity of crime reported. Upon approval, the alerts can get dispatched.  
 

6.4 Conclusion  
 
To conclude, this study is a step towards bringing awareness about crime in the city of Dublin. 
The application's real-time features will allow individuals to spread information across the city 
in a more efficient and timely manner. 
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